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Stellingen 

1. The epidemiologic profile of cardiovascular disease has suffered a steady 
transformation. Diagnostic and prognostic methods are required to evolve 
accordingly, and non-invasive imaging represents a key-player in this 
matter [Chapter 1,5,7 and 8]. 

2. Measures of quantitative myocardial perfusion and cardiac function are not 
perfectly correlated, and they are rather complementary in their utility 
[Chapter 3 and 4]. 

3. The p-value can be a fierce adversary at every new corner as it invades the 
mind of developing researchers. 

4. The heart is an astonishingly resilient organ. Therefore, it is likely that we 
underestimate how astonishingly deleterious cardiovascular risk factors 
really are [Chapter 6].  

5. Myocardial perfusion may be technically demanding, but it is an early 
affected biomarker with major implications for risk. Function evaluation is 
very practical, but evidences relevant problems far too late [Chapter 6 and 
7]. 

6. The reason why cardiovascular risk assessment is under review may not be 
mere optimization of categories, but rather an incomplete translation of 
what this risk should mean for individual patient management. In this 
scenario, a high-risk is the only intuitive category [Chapter 7]. 

7.  “If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, 
would it?” ―Albert Einstein― 

8. Clinical medicine and research are like dizygotic twins; they are two faces 
of the same coin. It is the purpose of clinical scientists to link the infinite 
possibilities of developing knowledge to the ulterior reflection of benefit 
for the suffering patient. 

9. In literatuur zoals in wetenschap… “het schrijven is een bijzonder 
spannende proces, dat zonder inspiratie kan niet plaatsvinden. Als je iets 
wilt schrijven ontstaat er een soort wederkerige spanning tussen jou en het 
thema, met het gevolg dat jij het thema aanvuurt, en het thema jou. Er is 
een moment waarop alle obstakels wegvallen, alle conflicten verdwijnen, 
en dan kom je op dingen waar je nooit van had gedroomd, en dan is er in 



het leven niets mooiers dan schrijven. Dat is wat ik inspiratie zou willen 
noemen.” – Gabriel García Márquez, De Geur van Guave – 

10.  [In research, as in statistics…] “Be as simple as possible, but as 
sophisticated as needed.”―European Heart Journal’s instruction for 
authors regarding statistical analysis― 


